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The Cove Jan 11 2021 A picturesque town. A woman on the run. An undercover agent. The first
riveting novel in Catherine Coulter's #1 New York Times bestselling FBI Thriller series. Sally Brainerd
can't remember what happened the night her father was murdered. Maybe she did it. Or maybe it
was her poor, traumatized mother. Either way, the safest place for her is far away from Washington,
D.C.. But while her aunt's home in The Cove should be a quiet refuge, Sally can't shake the feeling
that there's something not quite right about the postcard perfect little town. Despite his target's
checkered past and convenient memory loss, FBI Special Agent James Quinlan isn't convinced she's
the killer̶but maybe she knows who is. As he uses his cover to get close to Sally and unearth the
memories her mind has hidden away, James can't deny his connection to the troubled woman. But as
their lies and passions intertwine, Sally and James soon learn they aren't the only ones keeping
deadly secrets in The Cove...
Eleventh Hour Oct 27 2019 Husband-and-wife agents Lacey Sherlock and Dillon Savich investigate
the murder of FBI agent Dane Carver's twin brother, Father Michael Joseph, and seek the assistance

of homeless woman Nicola Jones, a witness to the shooting who is tormented by personal demons.
350,000 first printing.
Blindside Mar 25 2022 FBI agents Savich and Sherlock face two baffling cases in this riveting novel of
knife-edge suspense from #1 New York Times bestselling author Catherine Coulter. When 6-year-old
Sam Kettering manages to escape after being kidnapped, FBI Agents Lacey Sherlock and Dillon
Savich join forces with the boy s father Miles̶an ex FBI agent̶to pursue his kidnapper, a creepy,
charasmatic Southern evangelist. As if the kidnapping case weren t enough, Savich and Sherlock
are at the same time desperate to find the cold-blooded killer of three high school math teachers in
the Washington, D.C. area.
Girl, Trapped (An Ella Dark FBI Suspense Thriller̶Book 8) Apr 13 2021 FBI Agent Ella Dark has
studied serial killers from the time she could read, devastated by the murder of her own sister, and
has gained an encyclopedic knowledge of murderers. But when Ella investigates a murder and
realizes this is no ordinary dead body, she is at a loss: it s pieced together with parts of multiple
victims. How many people has this killer killed? And can Ella discover who did this̶and why̶before
time runs out? A MASTERPIECE OF THRILLER AND MYSTERY. Blake Pierce did a magnificent job
developing characters with a psychological side so well described that we feel inside their minds,
follow their fears and cheer for their success. Full of twists, this book will keep you awake until the
turn of the last page. --Books and Movie Reviews, Roberto Mattos (re Once Gone) GIRL, TRAPPED
(An Ella Dark FBI Suspense Thriller) is book #8 in a long-anticipated new series by #1 bestseller and
USA Today bestselling author Blake Pierce, whose bestseller Once Gone (a free download) has
received over 1,000 five star reviews. FBI Agent Ella Dark, 29, is given her big chance to achieve her
life s dream: to join the Behavioral Crimes Unit. Ella s hidden obsession of gaining an encyclopedic
knowledge of serial killers has led to her being singled out for her brilliant mind, and invited to join
the big leagues. When the latest killer seems to have an unusual obsession with Jack the Ripper, Ella
must summon all her knowledge to piece together the clues. Can she solve this twisted puzzle in time
to save the next victim s life? A page-turning and harrowing crime thriller featuring a brilliant and
tortured FBI agent, the ELLA DARK series is a riveting mystery, packed with suspense, twists and
turns, revelations, and driven by a breakneck pace that will keep you flipping pages late into the
night. Books #9-#14 are also available!
Blindside Aug 30 2022 A six-year old is kidnapped and then escapes, but why has this child been
targeted for abduction is the question whose answer will unravel the case.
Reckoning Jul 17 2021 Agents Savich and Sherlock are back in the latest installment in Catherine
Coulter s #1 New York Times bestselling FBI Thriller series, and this time both are enlisted to help
women with traumatic pasts who are in mortal danger. When she was twelve years old, Kirra
Mandarian s parents were murdered and she barely escaped with her life. Fourteen years later Kirra
is a commonwealth attorney back home in Porte Franklin, Virginia, and her goal is to find out who
killed her parents and why. She assumes the identity of E.N.̶Eliot Ness̶and gathers proof to bring
down the man she believes was behind her parents deaths. She quickly learns that big-time
criminals are very dangerous indeed and realizes she needs Dillon Savich s help. Savich brings in
Special Agent Griffin Hammersmith to work with Lieutenant Jeter Thorpe, the young detective
who d saved Kirra years before. Emma Hunt, a piano prodigy and the granddaughter of powerful
crime boss Mason Lord, was only six years old when she was abducted. Then, she was saved by her
adoptive father, San Francisco federal judge Ramsey Hunt. Now a 12-year-old with a black belt in Tae
Kwon Do, she narrowly saves herself from a would-be kidnapper at Davies Hall in San Francisco.
Worried for her safety, Emma s entire family joins her for her next performance, at the Kennedy
Center in Washington, D.C.. Sherlock and officers from METRO are assigned to protect her, but things
don t turn out as planned…
Backfire Aug 06 2020 Savich are Sherlock take on an assassin in this novel in Catherine Coulter's FBI
Thriller series. For what you did you deserve this. The mysterious note delivered to FBI agent Dillon
Savich has him and his partner, Lacey Sherlock, on edge, just as they re starting an investigation

into the shooting of their longtime friend Ramsey Hunt. The San Francisco judge was shot in the back
during a high-profile murder trial̶and now Sherlock's and Savich s search for the truth will take a
shocking turn that no one could have seen coming…
Morgan Stark FBI Suspense Thriller Bundle: Too Late (#1) and Too Close (#2) Jan 29 2020 A bundle of
books #1 (TOO LATE) and #2 (TOO CLOSE) in Rylie Dark s Morgan Stark FBI Suspense Thriller series!
This bundle offers books one and two in one convenient file, with over 100,000 words of reading.
Morgan Stark, a brilliant doctor, is stunned when his hospital s resident is found murdered, clearly
the work of a serial killer. The FBI needs Morgan, with his medical expertise, to decipher the subtle
medical clues that will lead to the killer̶but can he crack the code before it s too late? FBI Special
Agent Danielle Hernandez, 28, a rising star in the BAU, equally esteemed by her colleagues for her
brilliance and determination, is not used to turning to a doctor for help in solving crimes. This
unlikely partnership, though, may just surprise them both. In TOO LATE (Book #1), as brilliant as this
team is, they are up against a diabolical mastermind who will stop at nothing to outwit them. And
going too deep into his mind may just undo them both. In TOO CLOSE (Book #2), a string of women
are found murdered, and Morgan feels certain that they share a similar medical history. But with
medical records lost or sealed for privacy, will his assumptions lead him down the right road? Or will
he make a mistake, and fail to save the next victim in time? A cat-and-mouse thriller with harrowing
twists and turns and filled with heart-pounding suspense, the MORGAN STARK mystery series offers a
fresh twist on the genre as it introduces two brilliant protagonists who will make you fall in love and
keep you turning pages late into the night. Book #3 in the series̶TOO FAR GONE̶is now also
available.
Blindside Nov 01 2022 FBI agents Savich and Sherlock face two baffling cases in this riveting novel of
knife-edge suspense from #1 New York Times bestselling author Catherine Coulter. When 6-year-old
Sam Kettering manages to escape after being kidnapped, FBI Agents Lacey Sherlock and Dillon
Savich join forces with the boy s father Miles̶an ex FBI agent̶to pursue his kidnapper, a creepy,
charasmatic Southern evangelist. As if the kidnapping case weren t enough, Savich and Sherlock
are at the same time desperate to find the cold-blooded killer of three high school math teachers in
the Washington, D.C. area.
Too Close (A Morgan Stark FBI Suspense Thriller̶Book 2) Mar 13 2021 While Morgan Stark, a
brilliant doctor, trains to become an FBI agent, he is needed urgently: a new serial killer is targeting
young women, leaving medical clues that only Morgan can decipher. But with a diabolical killer on a
spree, is Morgan in over his head? A brilliant book. I couldn t put it down and I never guessed
who the murderer was! ̶Reader review for Only Murder TOO CLOSE is book #2 in a new series by
#1 bestselling and critically acclaimed mystery and suspense author Rylie Dark, which begins with
TOO LATE (book #1). Morgan Stark is a renowned surgeon, acclaimed by his colleagues for his
brilliance as a diagnostician. But when his close friend and protégé resident is murdered, Morgan
feels compelled to help the FBI decipher the trail of medical clues and bring the killer to justice. FBI
Special Agent Danielle Hernandez, 28, a rising star in the BAU, equally esteemed by her colleagues for
her brilliance and determination, is not used to turning to a doctor for help in solving crimes. This
unlikely partnership, though, may just surprise them both. A string of women are found murdered,
and Morgan feels certain that they share a similar medical history. But with medical records lost or
sealed for privacy, will his assumptions lead him down the right road? Or will he make a mistake, and
fail to save the next victim in time? A cat-and-mouse thriller with harrowing twists and turns and
filled with heart-pounding suspense, the MORGAN STARK mystery series offers a fresh twist on the
genre as it introduces two brilliant protagonists who will make you fall in love and keep you turning
pages late into the night. Books #3-#5 in the series are now also available. I loved this thriller, read
it in one sitting. Lots of twists and turns and I didn t guess the culprit at all… Already pre-ordered
the second! ̶Reader review for Only Murder This book takes off with a bang… An excellent
read, and I'm looking forward to the next book! ̶Reader review for SEE HER RUN Fantastic book!
It was hard to put down. I can t wait to see what happens next! ̶Reader review for SEE HER RUN

The twists and turns kept coming. Can't wait to read the next book! ̶Reader review for SEE HER
RUN A must-read if you enjoy action-packed stories with good plots! ̶Reader review for SEE
HER RUN I really like this author and this series starts with a bang. It will keep you turning the pages
till the end of the book and wanting more. ̶Reader review for SEE HER RUN I can't say enough
about this author! How about out of this world ! This author is going to go far! ̶Reader review
for ONLY MURDER I really enjoyed this book… The characters were alive, and the twists and turns
were great. It will keep you reading till the end and leave you wanting more. ̶Reader review for
NO WAY OUT This is an author that I highly recommend. Her books will have you begging for
more. ̶Reader review for NO WAY OUT
ECHOES FROM DEATH Oct 20 2021 Claudia Seagal became an FBI agent after her boyfriend s
savage death. But he may have been just another killer. When she was a college student, Claudia
accompanied her lover to Mazatlán for spring break. The last-minute trip was exciting until Ravi s
brutal murder. Unable to help him while he perished in a dirty alley, she joined the FBI in response to
his senseless death. A decade later, a reluctant witness comes forward, and Claudia discovers that the
trip wasn t spontaneous. It was premeditated. Ravi went to meet a man who worked for the cartel.
While she investigates the new lead and Ravi s betrayal, she and robotics expert Baxter Cruise travel
to Mexico for answers. In the foreign country, her FBI badge is useless, and on both sides of the
border, someone wants them dead. Meanwhile, Mexico s national archaeological museum hires
investigator Kurt Meyers (Dark Pool) to locate priceless pre-Columbian artifacts that went missing at
the same time as Ravi s murder. When another man leaves a trail of bodies in his quest to acquire
the artifacts, Kurt searches for a connection between his case and the cold-case murder of a college
student in Mazatlán. As Claudia and Baxter unravel the truth about Ravi s death, it threatens the
secrets of the local cartel boss. When the four factions descend on the same turf, not everyone gets
out alive. NOTE: This book takes up immediately after SPIDER GAMES . . . RECOMMENDED READING
ORDER: All my stories intersect, so your favorite characters in one novel may reappear in a completely
different series. Mine is a single story world, where storylines and people cross into other lives.
Consequently, my books could be read either by series or by the order in which they were written, so
I ve included both lists: The Masters CIA Thriller Series 3 LIES THE MASTERS KEY DEAD STORM The
Cruise FBI Thriller Series OCEAN OF FEAR SPIDER GAMES ECHOES FROM DEATH The Fender Hacker
Thriller Series DARK POOL By Publication Date: 3 LIES DARK POOL OCEAN OF FEAR THE MASTERS
KEY DEAD STORM SPIDER GAMES ECHOES FROM DEATH If you enjoy my work, please tell your friends
and leave a review. Your good opinion matters to me and encourages other readers to try my novels.
I d consider it a favor. All the best, Helen p.s. I love to hear from readers. You can find me and get a
free thriller at Helen Hanson dot com
Girl, Expendable (An Ella Dark FBI Suspense Thriller̶Book 9) Sep 26 2019 FBI Agent Ella Dark has
studied serial killers from the time she could read, devastated by the murder of her own sister, and
has gained an encyclopedic knowledge of murderers. A murderer obsessed with past serial killers
seems to be copycatting their work̶but with one curious difference. Can Ella piece together what
he is hinting at? Or will this diabolical killer outsmart her? A MASTERPIECE OF THRILLER AND
MYSTERY. Blake Pierce did a magnificent job developing characters with a psychological side so well
described that we feel inside their minds, follow their fears and cheer for their success. Full of twists,
this book will keep you awake until the turn of the last page. --Books and Movie Reviews, Roberto
Mattos (re Once Gone) GIRL, EXPENDABLE (An Ella Dark FBI Suspense Thriller) is book #9 in a longanticipated new series by #1 bestseller and USA Today bestselling author Blake Pierce, whose
bestseller Once Gone (a free download) has received over 1,000 five star reviews. FBI Agent Ella Dark,
29, is given her big chance to achieve her life s dream: to join the Behavioral Crimes Unit. Ella s
hidden obsession of gaining an encyclopedic knowledge of serial killers has led to her being singled
out for her brilliant mind, and invited to join the big leagues. But what is Ella overlooking about these
latest murders? And can she figure it out in time to save the next victim s life? A page-turning and
harrowing crime thriller featuring a brilliant and tortured FBI agent, the ELLA DARK series is a riveting

mystery, packed with suspense, twists and turns, revelations, and driven by a breakneck pace that
will keep you flipping pages late into the night. Books #10-#14 are also available!
Girl, Silenced (An Ella Dark FBI Suspense Thriller-Book 4) Jun 03 2020 FBI Agent Ella Dark has studied
serial killers from the time she could read, devastated by the murder of her own sister, and has
gained an encyclopedic knowledge of murderers. When johns are found murdered in their cars, the
echoes of past cases are clear: it appears to be a jilted prostitute turned serial killer. But might
everything Ella learned be wrong? "A MASTERPIECE OF THRILLER AND MYSTERY. Blake Pierce did a
magnificent job developing characters with a psychological side so well described that we feel inside
their minds, follow their fears and cheer for their success. Full of twists, this book will keep you awake
until the turn of the last page." --Books and Movie Reviews, Roberto Mattos (re Once Gone) GIRL,
SILENCED (An Ella Dark FBI Suspense Thriller) is book #4 in a long-anticipated new series by #1
bestseller and USA Today bestselling author Blake Pierce, whose bestseller Once Gone (a free
download) has received over 1,000 five star reviews. FBI Agent Ella Dark, 29, is given her big chance
to achieve her life's dream: to join the Behavioral Crimes Unit. Ella's hidden obsession of gaining an
encyclopedic knowledge of serial killers has led to her being singled out for her brilliant mind, and
invited to join the big leagues. But when a case that seemed open-and-shut catches her by surprise,
Ella wonders: can she save the next victim before it's too late? And can she learn to throw out
everything she knows and trust her budding instincts? A page-turning and harrowing crime thriller
featuring a brilliant and tortured FBI agent, the ELLA DARK series is a riveting mystery, packed with
suspense, twists and turns, revelations, and driven by a breakneck pace that will keep you flipping
pages late into the night. Book #5-#9 are also available!
The Deception Code (A Remi Laurent FBI Suspense Thriller̶Book 5) Jun 23 2019 A billionaire is
murdered and an ancient Egyptian relic is missing, one rumored to be cursed̶and to be a clue to the
greatest lost tomb ever known. The FBI needs brilliant history professor Remi Laurent more than ever
as the case sends them on a wild hunt across the globe. Can she stop him in time? THE DECEPTION
CODE (A Remi Laurent FBI Suspense Thriller) is book #5 in a new series by mystery and suspense
author Ava Strong, which begins with THE DEATH CODE (Book #1). FBI Special Agent Daniel Walker,
40, known for his ability to hunt killers, his street-smarts, and his disobedience, is singled out from
the Behavioral Analysis Unit and assigned to the FBI s new Antiquities unit. The unit, formed to hunt
down priceless relics in the global world of antiquities, has no idea how to enter the mind of a
murderer. Remi Laurent, 34, brilliant history professor at Georgetown, is the world s leading expert
in obscure historic artifacts. Shocked when the FBI asks for her help to find a killer, she finds herself
reluctantly partnered with this rude American FBI agent. Special Agent Walker and Remi Laurent are
an unlikely duo, with his ability to enter killers minds and her unparalleled scholarship, the only
thing they have in common, their determination to decode the clues and stop a killer. The lost
Egyptian relic points to many ancient Egyptian clues, all thought to have been dead ends, and leaves
Remi just hours to decode a puzzle that has baffled archeologists for centuries. What exactly is the
killer after? Where does he think the clues will lead him? And can Remi outsmart him in time? An
unputdownable crime thriller featuring an unlikely partnership between a jaded FBI agent and a
brilliant historian, the REMI LAURENT series is a riveting mystery, grounded in history, and packed
with suspense and revelations that will leave you continuously in shock, and flipping pages late into
the night. Book #6̶THE SEDUCTION CODE̶is also available.
Mia North FBI Suspense Thriller Bundle: See Her Scream (#3) and See Her Vanish (#4) Sep 06 2020 A
bundle of books #3 (SEE HER SCREAM) and #4 (SEE HER VANISH) in Rylie Dark s Mia North FBI
Suspense Thriller series! This bundle offers books three and four in one convenient file, with over
100,000 words of reading. Special Agent Mia North is a rising star in the FBI̶until, in an elaborate
setup, she s framed for murder and sentenced to prison. When a lucky break allows her to escape,
Mia finds herself a fugitive, on the run and on the wrong side of the law for the first time in her life.
She can t see her young daughter̶and she has no hope of returning to her former life. The only
way to get her life back, she realizes, is to hunt down whoever framed her. In SEE HER SCREAM (Book

#3), Mia, still on the run, is summoned by her ex-partner when a new apparent serial killer surfaces.
The new case will lead her, working in the shadows, to a creepy commune in the Southwest, where
red herrings abound. Mia knows her only hope of getting answers is to infiltrate the commune̶but
its members aren t exactly welcoming. Worse, Mia is desperate to contact her daughter, but the U.S.
Marshals are getting closer. As she turns up a shocking revelation and inches close to figuring out
who framed her, the noose is closing in. Can Mia solve the case in time to escape herself? In SEE HER
VANISH (Book #4), when victims of a traveling carnival killer are found spread throughout the
Southwest, the FBI is stumped, and fugitive FBI Agent Mia North must secretly help crack the case.
But with Mia herself on the run, and being hunted by an elite U.S. Marshal, will she be able to catch
this killer̶and discover who framed her̶before she herself is jailed? Can she solve this case before
the killer strikes again. An action-packed page-turner, the MIA NORTH series is a riveting crime
thriller, jammed with suspense, surprises, and twists and turns that you won t see coming. Fall in
love with this brilliant new female protagonist and you ll be turning pages late into the night. Books
#5 and #6 in the series̶SEE HER GONE and SEE HER DEAD̶are now also available. I loved this
thriller, read it in one sitting. Lots of twists and turns and I didn t guess the culprit at all… Already
pre-ordered the second! ̶Reader review for Only Murder This book takes off with a bang… An
excellent read, and I'm looking forward to the next book! ̶Reader review for SEE HER RUN
Fantastic book! It was hard to put down. I can t wait to see what happens next! ̶Reader review
for SEE HER RUN The twists and turns kept coming. Can't wait to read the next book! ̶Reader
review for SEE HER RUN A must-read if you enjoy action-packed stories with good plots!
̶Reader review for SEE HER RUN I really like this author and this series starts with a bang. It will
keep you turning the pages till the end of the book and wanting more. ̶Reader review for SEE
HER RUN I can't say enough about this author! How about out of this world ! This author is
going to go far! ̶Reader review for ONLY MURDER I really enjoyed this book… The characters
were alive, and the twists and turns were great. It will keep you reading till the end and leave you
wanting more. ̶Reader review for NO WAY OUT This is an author that I highly recommend. Her
books will have you begging for more. ̶Reader review for NO WAY OUT
Her Last Wish (A Rachel Gift FBI Suspense Thriller̶Book 1) Sep 18 2021 FBI Special Agent Rachel Gift
is among the FBI s most brilliant agents at hunting down serial killers. She plans on doing this
forever̶until she discovers she has months left to live. Determined to go down fighting, and to keep
her diagnosis a secret, Rachel faces her own mortality while trying to save other s lives. But how
long can she go until she collapses under the weight of it all? A MASTERPIECE OF THRILLER AND
MYSTERY. Blake Pierce did a magnificent job developing characters with a psychological side so well
described that we feel inside their minds, follow their fears and cheer for their success. Full of twists,
this book will keep you awake until the turn of the last page. --Books and Movie Reviews, Roberto
Mattos (re Once Gone) HER LAST WISH (A Rachel Gift FBI Suspense Thriller̶Book 1) is the debut
novel in a long-anticipated new series by #1 bestseller and USA Today bestselling author Blake
Pierce, whose bestseller Once Gone (a free download) has received over 1,000 five star reviews. FBI
Agent Rachel Gift, 33, unparalleled for her ability to enter the minds of serial killers, is a rising star in
the Behavioral Crimes Unit̶until a routine doctor visit reveals she has but a few months left to live.
Not wishing to burden others with her pain, Rachel decides, agonizing as it is, not to tell anyone̶not
even her boss, her partner, her husband, or her seven-year-old daughter. She wants to go down
fighting, and to take as many serial killers with her as she can. A serial killer strikes in the Virginia
area, targeting women who seek fertility treatments. As Rachel enters his sick and twisted mind, she
struggles to understand his motive, or the connection between the victims. Worse, the case strikes
too close to home, bringing up memories of her own fertility treatments, and her failed mission to
have a second child. As she seeks insight from a diabolical, jailed serial killer, she immediately realizes
it s a mistake. Can he see right through her? Can Rachel keep her secret and keep her deteriorating
health at bay long enough to finish the job? Can she fulfill her own bucket list before she dies? And
can she keep herself from descending down the dark hole of her own traumatic past? A riveting and

chilling crime thriller featuring a brilliant and flailing FBI agent, the RACHEL GIFT series is an
unputdownable mystery, packed with suspense, twists and shocking secrets, propelled by a pageturning pace that will keep you bleary-eyed late into the night. Books #2-#6 are also available!
Blowout Aug 25 2019 Summoned back from a weekend trip when a prominent judge is murdered
the night before a controversial death-penalty case, FBI agents Dillon Savich and Lacey Sherlock
tackle a case during which numerous Washington power brokers are targeted. 500,000 first printing.
The Edge Jul 29 2022 FBI agent Ford "Mac" MacDougal is recovering from injuries he received in a
terrorist car bombing when his sister, Jilly, a medical researcher, drives her Porsche off an Oregon cliff
- on purpose, it seems. Curiously, even though he was in a hospital bed on the other side of the
country, Mac feels as if he were in the car with her as she sails towards the sea. By the time Mac
arrives in Portland, Jilly has come out of the coma she's been in for four days. But after only a few
hours with her brother, she vanishes without a trace. In searching for her, Mac hears a different story
from everyone he encounters. When the local sheriff enlist his aid in the puzzling murder of an
elderly resident, Mac doesn't suspect that the case connects to his sister's disappearance. FBI agents
Lace Sherlock and Dillon Savich (last seen in The Target) join Mac to ride shotgun. Not knowing
whom to trust and whom to suspect, they must escape relentless pursuers before unearthing the
tentacles of evil undermining The Edge.
Insidious May 27 2022 "Venus Rasmussen, a powerful eighty-six-year-old woman who still runs
Rasmussen Industries, an international conglomerate, believes someone is poisoning her. After
Savich and Sherlock visit with her, someone attempts to shoot her in broad daylight. Who's trying to
kill her and why? A member of her rapacious family, or her grandson who's been missing for ten years
and suddenly reappears?"-Labyrinth Aug 18 2021 From one of the bonafide rock stars of the thriller genre (The Real Book
Spy) comes another tour de force in the #1 New York Times bestselling FBI Thriller series following
agents Savich and Sherlock as they stumble into a bizarre case that s more complicated and twisted
than any they ve ever encountered. On a Tuesday afternoon, Agent Sherlock is driving in
downtown Washington when her Volvo is suddenly T-boned at an intersection. As her car spins out
of control, a man s body slams against her windshield and then̶blackness. When she finally
regains consciousness in the hospital, she s told about the accident and the man she struck. No one
knows yet who he is or where he is because he ran away. From DNA, they discover his name is Justice
Cummings and he s a CIA analyst at Langley…and he s still missing. Meanwhile, in the small town
of Gaffer s Ridge, Virginia, Special Agent Griffin Hammersmith rescues a kidnapped woman
claiming her captor had probably murdered three missing teenage girls. However, the man she
accuses is the local sheriff s nephew and a member of a very powerful family, reputed to have
psychic powers. When the sheriff arrests Griffin and the rescued woman, Carson DaSilva, he calls
Savich for help. Together they have to weave their way through a labyrinth of lies to find the truth of
a terrible secret. If there s one thing that readers can count on in a Coulter novel it is that she
always delivers amazingly eerie and complex thrillers (RT Book Reviews), and Labyrinth is no
different. With white-knuckled pacing and shocking twists and turns, this is another electrifying
novel that will sink its teeth in you.
Girl, Vanished (An Ella Dark FBI Suspense Thriller̶Book 5) Feb 09 2021 FBI Special Agent Ella Dark
has studied serial killers from the time she could read, devastated by the murder of her own sister,
and has gained an encyclopedic knowledge of murderers. When victims are found murdered, their
bodies left mysteriously with coins on their eyes, Ella draws on her knowledge, and quickly realizes
that this killer is as methodical, ritualistic and as obsessive as she is. Worse: he is unlike any killer Ella
has ever studied. A MASTERPIECE OF THRILLER AND MYSTERY. Blake Pierce did a magnificent job
developing characters with a psychological side so well described that we feel inside their minds,
follow their fears and cheer for their success. Full of twists, this book will keep you awake until the
turn of the last page. --Books and Movie Reviews, Roberto Mattos (re Once Gone) GIRL, VANISHED
(An Ella Dark FBI Suspense Thriller) is book #5 in a long-anticipated new series by #1 bestseller and

USA Today bestselling author Blake Pierce, whose bestseller Once Gone (a free download) has
received over 1,000 five star reviews. FBI Agent Ella Dark, 29, is given her big chance to achieve her
life s dream: to join the Behavioral Crimes Unit. Ella s hidden obsession of gaining an encyclopedic
knowledge of serial killers has led to her being singled out for her brilliant mind, and invited to join
the big leagues. But this killer defies all Ella s expectations. What message is he trying to send? Has
Ella finally met her match? A page-turning and harrowing crime thriller featuring a brilliant and
tortured FBI agent, the ELLA DARK series is a riveting mystery, packed with suspense, twists and
turns, revelations, and driven by a breakneck pace that will keep you flipping pages late into the
night. Books #6-#11 are also available!
Labyrinth Jan 23 2022 From one of the bonafide rock stars of the thriller genre (The Real Book
Spy) comes another tour de force in the #1 New York Times bestselling FBI Thriller series following
agents Savich and Sherlock as they stumble into a bizarre case that s more complicated and twisted
than any they ve ever encountered. On a Tuesday afternoon, Agent Sherlock is driving in
downtown Washington when her Volvo is suddenly T-boned at an intersection. As her car spins out
of control, a man s body slams against her windshield and then̶blackness. When she finally
regains consciousness in the hospital, she s told about the accident and the man she struck. No one
knows yet who he is or where he is because he ran away. From DNA, they discover his name is Justice
Cummings and he s a CIA analyst at Langley…and he s still missing. Meanwhile, in the small town
of Gaffer s Ridge, Virginia, Special Agent Griffin Hammersmith rescues a kidnapped woman
claiming her captor had probably murdered three missing teenage girls. However, the man she
accuses is the local sheriff s nephew and a member of a very powerful family, reputed to have
psychic powers. When the sheriff arrests Griffin and the rescued woman, Carson DaSilva, he calls
Savich for help. Together they have to weave their way through a labyrinth of lies to find the truth of
a terrible secret. If there s one thing that readers can count on in a Coulter novel it is that she
always delivers amazingly eerie and complex thrillers (RT Book Reviews), and Labyrinth is no
different. With white-knuckled pacing and shocking twists and turns, this is another electrifying
novel that will sink its teeth in you.
The Maze Nov 20 2021 In this FBI Thriller Special Agent Dillon Savich teams up with new agent Lacey
Sherlock in a case that leads them back to the murder of Sherlock's sister seven years ago̶and puts
both their lives on the line. As the head of the FBI s Criminal Apprehension Unit, Dillon Savich has
developed predictive analogue programs to aid in the capture of serial killers. Enter Lacey Sherlock, a
very well-qualified new agent who seems bright and eager and on the up-and-up. But is she really?
When there s a vicious murder in Boston, she s off like a shot, lying to Savich. When Savich finds
out what s going on, he realizes they ll all be in deep trouble, maybe even victims themselves, if
he and Sherlock don t find out who murdered her sister seven years before....
Bombshell Apr 01 2020 The number 1 New York Times‒bestselling author is back with an
electrifying new entry in the FBI series featuring Savich and Sherlock. FBI Special Agent Griffin
Hammersmith, last seen in Backfire, has been recruited by Dillon Savich to join his unit in
Washington, D.C. Savich sees something special in Hammersmith, an almost preternatural instinct for
tracking criminals. While on his way to D.C., Hammersmith plans to visit his sister, Delsey, a student at
Stanislaus School of Music in Maestro, Virginia. Before he arrives, he gets a phone call that Delsey was
found naked, unconscious, and covered with blood after a wild party. The blood isn't hers̶so who
does it belong to? Meanwhile, back in D.C., Savich and Sherlock have their hands full when the
grandson of former chairman of the Federal Reserve Bank is found murdered, every bone in his body
broken, and frozen at the foot of the Lincoln Memorial. Was Savich right̶is Griffin gifted with a
unique ability to "see" how criminals think? And will he figure out who was behind the attempt on
Delsey's life̶before it's too late?
Girl Seven: Craved (A Maya Gray FBI Suspense Thriller̶Book 7) Mar 01 2020 12 cold cases. 12
kidnapped women. One diabolical serial killer. In this riveting suspense thriller, a brilliant FBI agent
faces a deadly challenge: decipher the mystery before each one is murdered. Molly Black has

written a taut thriller that will keep you on the edge of your seat… I absolutely loved this book and
can t wait to read the next book in the series! ̶Reader review for Girl One: Murder In the Maya
Gray series (which begins with Book #1̶GIRL ONE: MURDER), FBI Special Agent Maya Gray, 39, has
seen it all. She s one of BAU s rising stars and the go-to agent for hard-to-crack serial cases. When
she receives a handwritten postcard promising to release 12 kidnapped women if she will solve 12
cold cases, she assumes it s a hoax. Until the note mentions that, among the captives, is her missing
sister. Maya, shaken, is forced to take it seriously. The cases she s up against are some of the most
difficult the FBI has ever seen. But the terms of his game are simple: If Maya solves a case, he will
release one of the girls. And if she fails, he will end a life. In GIRL SEVEN: CRAVED, women are turning
up dead with a precious stone mysteriously left on their bodies. What type of stone is it? What is the
significance? Will it lead to the Moonlight Killer? And who will he target next? A complex
psychological crime thriller full of twists and turns and packed with heart-pounding suspense, the
MAYA GRAY mystery series will make you fall in love with a brilliant new female protagonist and keep
you turning pages late into the night. It is a perfect addition for fans of Robert Dugoni, Rachel Caine,
Melinda Leigh or Mary Burton. Books #8 and #9 in the series̶GIRL EIGHT: HUNTED and GIRL NINE:
GONE̶are now also available. I binge read this book. It hooked me in and didn't stop till the last
few pages… I look forward to reading more! ̶Reader review for Found You I loved this book!
Fast-paced plot, great characters and interesting insights into investigating cold cases. I can't wait to
read the next book! ̶Reader review for Girl One: Murder Very good book… You will feel like you
are right there looking for the kidnapper! I know I will be reading more in this series! ̶Reader
review for Girl One: Murder This is a very well written book and holds your interest from page 1…
Definitely looking forward to reading the next one in the series, and hopefully others as well!
̶Reader review for Girl One: Murder Wow, I cannot wait for the next in this series. Starts with a
bang and just keeps going. ̶Reader review for Girl One: Murder Well written book with a great
plot, one that will keep you up at night. A page turner! ̶Reader review for Girl One: Murder A
great suspense that keeps you reading… can't wait for the next in this series! ̶Reader review for
Found You Sooo soo good! There are a few unforeseen twists… I binge read this like I binge watch
Netflix. It just sucks you in. ̶Reader review for Found You
Her Last Chance (A Rachel Gift FBI Suspense Thriller̶Book 2) May 15 2021 With a rash of people
dying suspiciously from high bridges, jumping to their deaths in apparent suicides, the FBI is called in
to investigate. On suspicion of a serial killer, FBI Special Agent Rachel Gift is assigned the case, and
soon realizes she is up against something more diabolical than she could have imagined. FBI Special
Agent Rachel Gift is among the FBI s most brilliant agents at hunting down serial killers. She plans
on doing this forever̶until she discovers she has months left to live. Determined to go down
fighting, and to keep her diagnosis a secret, Rachel faces her own mortality while trying to save
other s lives. But how long can she go until she collapses under the weight of it all? A
MASTERPIECE OF THRILLER AND MYSTERY. Blake Pierce did a magnificent job developing characters
with a psychological side so well described that we feel inside their minds, follow their fears and
cheer for their success. Full of twists, this book will keep you awake until the turn of the last page.
--Books and Movie Reviews, Roberto Mattos (re Once Gone) HER LAST CHANCE (A Rachel Gift FBI
Suspense Thriller̶Book 2) is book #2 in a long-anticipated new series by #1 bestseller and USA
Today bestselling author Blake Pierce, whose bestseller Once Gone (a free download) has received
over 1,000 five star reviews. FBI Agent Rachel Gift, 33, unparalleled for her ability to enter the minds
of serial killers, is a rising star in the Behavioral Crimes Unit̶until a routine doctor visit reveals she
has but a few months left to live. Not wishing to burden others with her pain, Rachel decides,
agonizing as it is, not to tell anyone̶not even her boss, her partner, her husband, or her seven-yearold daughter. She wants to go down fighting, and to take as many serial killers with her as she can.
When a string of apparent suicides piques her suspicion, Rachel is on the case. In an epic game of cat
and mouse, can she stay healthy enough to outsmart the killer and catch him before it s too late?
And can she keep her own demons̶and her own traumatic past̶at bay? A riveting and chilling

crime thriller featuring a brilliant and flailing FBI agent, the RACHEL GIFT series is an unputdownable
mystery, packed with suspense, twists and shocking secrets, propelled by a page-turning pace that
will keep you bleary-eyed late into the night. Books #3-#6 are also available!
See Her Dead (A Mia North FBI Suspense Thriller̶Book Six) Jun 15 2021 When a series of mysterious
murders leaves the FBI stumped, the FBI secretly needs fugitive FBI Agent Mia North s help to use
her former connections in the penal system. But Mia must walk a treacherous line as she seeks to
crack the case̶and keep herself from going back to jail̶as she walks right into a direct
confrontation with the U.S. Marshal on her trail. A brilliant book. I couldn t put it down and I
never guessed who the murderer was! ̶Reader review for Only Murder Special Agent Mia North is
a rising star in the FBI̶until, in an elaborate setup, she s framed for murder and sentenced to
prison. When a lucky break allows her to escape, Mia finds herself a fugitive, on the run and on the
wrong side of the law for the first time in her life. She can t see her young daughter̶and she has
no hope of returning to her former life. The only way to get her life back, she realizes, is to hunt down
whoever framed her. An action-packed page-turner, the MIA NORTH series is a riveting crime thriller,
jammed with suspense, surprises, and twists and turns that you won t see coming. Fall in love with
this brilliant new female protagonist and you ll be turning pages late into the night. Future books in
this series will be available soon. I loved this thriller, read it in one sitting. Lots of twists and turns
and I didn t guess the culprit at all… Already pre-ordered the second! ̶Reader review for Only
Murder This book takes off with a bang… An excellent read, and I'm looking forward to the next
book! ̶Reader review for SEE HER RUN Fantastic book! It was hard to put down. I can t wait to
see what happens next! ̶Reader review for SEE HER RUN The twists and turns kept coming.
Can't wait to read the next book! ̶Reader review for SEE HER RUN A must-read if you enjoy
action-packed stories with good plots! ̶Reader review for SEE HER RUN I really like this author
and this series starts with a bang. It will keep you turning the pages till the end of the book and
wanting more. ̶Reader review for SEE HER RUN I can't say enough about this author! How
about out of this world ! This author is going to go far! ̶Reader review for ONLY MURDER I
really enjoyed this book… The characters were alive, and the twists and turns were great. It will keep
you reading till the end and leave you wanting more. ̶Reader review for NO WAY OUT This is an
author that I highly recommend. Her books will have you begging for more. ̶Reader review for
NO WAY OUT
Already Dead (A Laura Frost FBI Suspense Thriller̶Book 5) Dec 30 2019 A new serial killer leaves a
creepy signature at each crime scene: a burning candle. Psychic̶and FBI Special Agent̶Laura Frost
must unearth why. But will her psychic vision lead her astray? A MASTERPIECE OF THRILLER AND
MYSTERY. Blake Pierce did a magnificent job developing characters with a psychological side so well
described that we feel inside their minds, follow their fears and cheer for their success. Full of twists,
this book will keep you awake until the turn of the last page. --Books and Movie Reviews, Roberto
Mattos (re Once Gone) ALREADY DEAD (A Laura Frost FBI Suspense Thriller) is book #5 in a longanticipated new series by #1 bestseller and USA Today bestselling author Blake Pierce, whose
bestseller Once Gone (a free download) has received over 1,000 five star reviews. The series begins
with ALREADY GONE (Book #1). FBI Special Agent and single mom Laura Frost, 35, is haunted by her
talent: a psychic ability which she refuses to face and which she keeps secret from her colleagues.
While Laura gets obscured glimpses of what the killer may do next, she must decide whether to trust
her confusing gift̶or her investigative work. As a string of bodies turns up, abandoned in
increasingly public places, the FBI notes that they all have something in common: a single, burning
candle at the scene of the crime. Is he playing a sick game? Laura must decode the riddle: what does
the fire mean? What drives him? And, most importantly, who is next? A page-turning and harrowing
crime thriller featuring a brilliant and tortured FBI agent, the LAURA FROST series is a startlingly fresh
mystery, rife with suspense, twists and turns, shocking revelations, and driven by a breakneck pace
that will keep you flipping pages late into the night. Book #6 is also available!
Nemesis Apr 25 2022 Fans of Lee Child and Patrick Lee won t be disappointed * in this high-

octane FBI Thriller featuring Dillon Savich and Lacey Sherlock from the #1 New York Times bestselling
author. In New York, Special Agent Lacey Sherlock foils a terrorist attack at JFK airport, but stopping
the grenade-carrying crazy was only the beginning. Another plot unfolds nearly simultaneously with
a bomb at St. Patrick s Cathedral... Meanwhile, Savich̶with the help of Agent Griffin
Hammersmith̶has his hands full trying to track an elusive murderer who is able to control those
under his thrall. When an attempt on Savich s life collides with Sherlock s terrorist case, they must
race against the clock, as more lives are in danger with every passing minute. *Library Journal
Taylor Sage FBI Suspense Thriller Bundle: Don t Flinch (#4) and Don t Remember (#5) Jul 05 2020
A bundle of books #4 (DON T FLINCH) and #5 (DON T REMEMBER) in Molly Black s Taylor Sage
FBI Suspense Thriller series! This bundle offers books four and five in one convenient file, with over
100,000 words of reading. Molly Black has written a taut thriller that will keep you on the edge of
your seat… I absolutely loved this book and can t wait to read the next book in the series!
̶Reader review for Girl One: Murder FBI Special Agent Taylor Sage has crossed the country and
transferred to her dream job with the BAU at Quantico. With a new job, a new house, and her
husband by her side, Taylor is ready to put the darkness of her past behind her: a sister who vanished
when she was a teenager. Taylor is ready for a fresh start. But when a tarot reader on the boardwalk
offers an uncannily specific prediction about her next case, Taylor, ready to brush it off, is haunted by
it̶and can t help noticing that it was accurate. In DON T FLINCH (Book #4), when the tarot reader
gives Taylor a mysterious clue̶a landmark from her childhood̶Taylor races to put the pieces
together, unearthing long-buried secrets along the way. Her determination to uncover a new lead
upsets her family and vexes her partner̶but Taylor knows that finding her sister is worth any price.
But is everything really as it seems? Or is someone toying with her? In DON T REMEMBER (Book #5),
when her most promising lead turns out to be a dead end, Taylor knows she must think outside of
the box, must think how he thinks. But the killer always seems to be two steps ahead, and time is
running out̶fast. Will Taylor manage to stop him before the next victim is killed? A complex
psychological crime thriller full of twists and turns and packed with heart-pounding suspense, the
TAYLOR SAGE mystery series will make you fall in love with a brilliant new female protagonist and
keep you turning pages late into the night. Book #6 in the series̶DON T TELL̶is now also
available.
Maya Gray FBI Suspense Thriller Bundle: Girl Four: Lured (#4), Girl Five: Bound (#5), and Girl Six:
Forsaken (#6) May 03 2020 A bundle of books #4 (GIRL FOUR: LURED), #5 (GIRL FIVE: BOUND), and #6
(GIRL SIX: FORSAKEN) in Molly Black s Maya Gray FBI Suspense Thriller series! This bundle offers
books four, five, and six in one convenient file, with over 100,000 words of reading. 12 cold cases. 12
kidnapped women. One diabolical serial killer. In this bestselling suspense thriller, a brilliant FBI
agent faces a deadly challenge: decipher the mystery before each one is murdered. FBI Special Agent
Maya Gray, 39, has seen it all. She s one of BAU s rising stars and the go-to agent for hard-to-crack
serial cases. When she receives a handwritten postcard promising to release 12 kidnapped women if
she will solve 12 cold cases, she assumes it s a hoax. Until the note mentions that, among the
captives, is her missing sister. Maya, shaken, is forced to take it seriously. The cases she s up against
are some of the most difficult the FBI has ever seen. But the terms of his game are simple: If Maya
solves a case, he will release one of the girls. And if she fails, he will end a life. In GIRL FOUR: LURED
(Book #4), bodies are found with a lone jigsaw puzzle piece left atop them, the victims of a serial
killer. What could the meaning be? What puzzle is he trying to complete? But time is running out, and
Maya s sister is in danger. Can she put the pieces together in time to save the next victim? In GIRL
FIVE: BOUND (Book #5), a serial killer takes one thing from each of his victims. Why? What do they
have in common? And whom will he strike next? In GIRL SIX: FORSAKEN (Book #6), victims of a new
serial killer are found with strings, tied up to look like puppets. What is the killer hinting at? Who will
he strike next? But time is running out, and Maya s sister s life is on the line. Can she solve the case
in time? Or has she finally met her match? A complex psychological crime thriller full of twists and
turns and packed with heart-pounding suspense, the MAYA GRAY mystery series will make you fall in

love with a brilliant new female protagonist and keep you turning pages late into the night. It is a
perfect addition for fans of Robert Dugoni, Rachel Caine, Melinda Leigh or Mary Burton. Books #7-#9
in the series̶GIRL SEVEN: CRAVED, GIRL EIGHT: HUNTED, and GIRL NINE: GONE̶are now also
available.
Already Taken (A Laura Frost FBI Suspense Thriller̶Book 6) Nov 28 2019 When victims of a serial
killer turn up with a creepy signature left on their foreheads̶an ornate, wax seal̶FBI Special Agent
Laura Frost is plagued with visions of people from past centuries. Is her psychic vision misleading
her? Or leading her right into the arms of a killer? A MASTERPIECE OF THRILLER AND MYSTERY.
Blake Pierce did a magnificent job developing characters with a psychological side so well described
that we feel inside their minds, follow their fears and cheer for their success. Full of twists, this book
will keep you awake until the turn of the last page. --Books and Movie Reviews, Roberto Mattos (re
Once Gone) ALREADY TAKEN (A Laura Frost FBI Suspense Thriller) is book #6 in a long-anticipated
new series by #1 bestseller and USA Today bestselling author Blake Pierce, whose bestseller Once
Gone (a free download) has received over 1,000 five star reviews. The Laura Frost series begins with
ALREADY GONE (Book #1). FBI Special Agent and single mom Laura Frost, 35, is haunted by her talent:
a psychic ability which she refuses to face and which she keeps secret from her colleagues. While
Laura gets obscured glimpses of what the killer may do next, she must decide whether to trust her
confusing gift̶or her investigative work. As Laura inspects the wax seals, she realizes the killer is
hinting at something. But what? With her detective skills pulling her one way and her psychic vision
another, she is torn. Should she trust what s in front of her? Or should she trust what her
unconscious mind is telling her? In this twisted game of cat and mouse, there is no room for error.
Because if she gets it wrong, another victim will be next. A page-turning and harrowing crime thriller
featuring a brilliant and tortured FBI agent, the LAURA FROST series is a startlingly fresh mystery, rife
with suspense, twists and turns, shocking revelations, and driven by a breakneck pace that will keep
you flipping pages late into the night. More books in the series will be available soon!
Mia North FBI Suspense Thriller Bundle: See Her Vanish (#4) and See Her Gone (#5) Dec 10 2020 A
bundle of books #4 (SEE HER VANISH) and #5 (SEE HER GONE) in Rylie Dark s Mia North FBI Suspense
Thriller series! This bundle offers books four and five in one convenient file, with over 100,000 words
of reading. Special Agent Mia North is a rising star in the FBI̶until, in an elaborate setup, she s
framed for murder and sentenced to prison. When a lucky break allows her to escape, Mia finds
herself a fugitive, on the run and on the wrong side of the law for the first time in her life. She can t
see her young daughter̶and she has no hope of returning to her former life. The only way to get her
life back, she realizes, is to hunt down whoever framed her. In SEE HER VANISH (Book #4), when
victims of a traveling carnival killer are found spread throughout the Southwest, the FBI is
stumped, and fugitive FBI Agent Mia North must secretly help crack the case. But with Mia herself on
the run, and being hunted by an elite U.S. Marshal, will she be able to catch this killer̶and discover
who framed her̶before she herself is jailed? Can she solve this case before the killer strikes again? In
SEE HER GONE (Book #5), FBI Agent Mia North remains a fugitive, on the run for a crime she didn t
commit̶when an old prison friend begs for her help solving a case of a killer that has murdered her
family̶and others̶in a string of trailer parks. As the case broadens to something diabolical, Mia
may find herself face to face with a killer without any backup. Can she find and stop the killer̶and
figure out who framed her̶before she herself is caught by the U.S. Marshals? An action-packed pageturner, the MIA NORTH series is a riveting crime thriller, jammed with suspense, surprises, and twists
and turns that you won t see coming. Fall in love with this brilliant new female protagonist and
you ll be turning pages late into the night. Book #6 in the series̶SEE HER DEAD̶is now also
available. I loved this thriller, read it in one sitting. Lots of twists and turns and I didn t guess the
culprit at all… Already pre-ordered the second! ̶Reader review for Only Murder This book takes
off with a bang… An excellent read, and I'm looking forward to the next book! ̶Reader review for
SEE HER RUN Fantastic book! It was hard to put down. I can t wait to see what happens next!
̶Reader review for SEE HER RUN The twists and turns kept coming. Can't wait to read the next

book! ̶Reader review for SEE HER RUN A must-read if you enjoy action-packed stories with
good plots! ̶Reader review for SEE HER RUN I really like this author and this series starts with a
bang. It will keep you turning the pages till the end of the book and wanting more. ̶Reader
review for SEE HER RUN I can't say enough about this author! How about out of this world ! This
author is going to go far! ̶Reader review for ONLY MURDER I really enjoyed this book… The
characters were alive, and the twists and turns were great. It will keep you reading till the end and
leave you wanting more. ̶Reader review for NO WAY OUT This is an author that I highly
recommend. Her books will have you begging for more. ̶Reader review for NO WAY OUT
Power Play Jun 27 2022 #1 New York Times‒bestselling author Catherine Coulter returns with the
newest full-throttle adventure in the FBI series featuring Dillon Savich and Lacey Sherlock. Natalie
Black, the U.S. ambassador to the Court of St. James, has returned to Washington, her job in jeopardy.
Her fiancé, George McCallum, Viscount Lockenby, has died in a car accident, and mysterious rumors
begin that she s responsible begin to surface: she broke off the engagement and, heartbroken, he
killed himself. Then someone tries to force her off the M-2 outside London. Again, rumors claim it was
a sympathy ploy. When she returns to the United States, she s nearly killed when a car tries to mow
her down while she s out for a run. No one believes her except FBI Special Agent Davis Sullivan.
Meanwhile someone is following Sherlock. A stalker? Then someone tries to shoot her from the back
of a motorcycle, but the assailant gets away. Sherlock next gets a call from an Atlanta mental hospital
warning her that Blessed Backman has escaped. This is not good news. Blessed is a talented
psychopath out for revenge against the agents, primarily Sherlock, whom his dying mother begged
him to kill since she and Savich brought down her cult. How to find out who s trying to kill the
ambassador to the U.K.? How can they get their hands on Blessed Backman before he succeeds and
kills Sherlock? The clock is ticking and the danger intensifies . . .
Hemlock Bay Oct 08 2020 FBI Agent Dillon Savich and Lacey Sherlock must discover whether Savich's
sister's car crash was a suicide attempt, or a murder conspiracy to gain her extremely valuable
paintings.
Blowout Sep 30 2022 A long weekend in the Poconos is interrupted by murder, and FBI agents
Savich and Sherlock must look thirty years into the past to stop the killing.
Her Last Hope (A Rachel Gift FBI Suspense Thriller̶Book 3) Jul 25 2019 A serial killer is targeting
vulnerable organ donors with seemingly no rhyme or reason, and Rachel is locked in a furious race
against time to find the connection between the murders and stop him before he strikes again. FBI
Special Agent Rachel Gift is among the FBI s most brilliant agents at hunting down serial killers. She
plans on doing this forever̶until she discovers she has months left to live. Determined to go down
fighting, and to keep her diagnosis a secret, Rachel faces her own mortality while trying to save
other s lives. But how long can she go until she collapses under the weight of it all? A
MASTERPIECE OF THRILLER AND MYSTERY. Blake Pierce did a magnificent job developing characters
with a psychological side so well described that we feel inside their minds, follow their fears and
cheer for their success. Full of twists, this book will keep you awake until the turn of the last page.
--Books and Movie Reviews, Roberto Mattos (re Once Gone) HER LAST HOPE (A Rachel Gift FBI
Suspense Thriller) is book #3 in a long-anticipated new series by #1 bestseller and USA Today
bestselling author Blake Pierce, whose bestseller Once Gone (a free download) has received over
1,000 five star reviews. FBI Agent Rachel Gift, 33, unparalleled for her ability to enter the minds of
serial killers, is a rising star in the Behavioral Crimes Unit̶until a routine doctor visit reveals she has
but a few months left to live. Not wishing to burden others with her pain, Rachel decides, agonizing
as it is, not to tell anyone̶not even her boss, her partner, her husband, or her seven-year-old
daughter. She wants to go down fighting, and to take as many serial killers with her as she can. When
a series of different organ donors are murdered, Rachel is determined to track down the killer. But
Rachel herself is faltering, beginning to succumb to her illness. Can she keep it together long enough
to catch this killer before her own death? And can she keep her own demons̶and her own traumatic
past̶at bay? A riveting and chilling crime thriller featuring a brilliant and flailing FBI agent, the

RACHEL GIFT series is an unputdownable mystery, packed with suspense, twists and shocking
secrets, propelled by a page-turning pace that will keep you bleary-eyed late into the night. Books
#4-#6 are also available!
Eleventh Hour Feb 21 2022 From the #1 New York Times bestselling author, Catherine Coulter,
comes Eleventh Hour. The murder of a priest leads FBI agents Sherlock and Savich to their most
baffling case yet, in this riveting novel of suspense. Catherine Coulter won acclaim for her "fast-paced
twists and turns, believable dialogue, and case of well-developed characters" (San Francisco
Chronicle). Now Coulter delivers the suspense thriller of her career in Eleventh Hour. When FBI agent
Dane Carver's twin brother, Father Michael Joseph, is brutally murdered in his San Francisco church,
husband-and-wife agents Lacey Sherlock and Dillon Savich take a personal interest in the
investigation. Then Nicola "Nick" Jones, a homeless woman and the only witness to the shooting, is
scared out of her mind because she's trying to hide from her own monsters - who are drawing closer
and closer. The chase goes from San Francisco to the Premiere Studios in Los Angeles and its new
television hit, a show all about murder. Packed with surprises, Eleventh Hour finds Catherine Coulter
at her quintessential best.
Hollow Bones Nov 08 2020 Hollow Bones, CJ Lyons From the ancient mysteries of a Mayan temple to
the sinister secrets of modern medicine, FBI agent Caitlyn Tierney uncovers crimes that have been
buried far too long and far too deep... It's the kind of case that chills Caitlyn to the bone. Missing
person. College student. Beloved daughter of a world leader in biotechnology. She was last seen on a
spring break cruise. No witnesses. No motives. Just one possible lead̶reports of a stranger who may
have lured the young archeology major off the ship and into the jungles of Guatemala. When Caitlyn
follows her hunch into the jungle̶with the FBI's Jake Carver by her side̶the trail takes a surprising
turn into the very heart of darkness.
Her Last Choice (A Rachel Gift FBI Suspense Thriller̶Book 5) Dec 22 2021 Patients at an end-of-life
foundation are turning up dead̶but not because of their illnesses. In a case that hits far too close to
home, Rachel must race to discover who would rob the victims of their last days on earth̶and why.
FBI Special Agent Rachel Gift is among the FBI s most brilliant agents at hunting down serial killers.
She plans on doing this forever̶until she discovers she has months left to live. Determined to go
down fighting, and to keep her diagnosis a secret, Rachel faces her own mortality while trying to save
other s lives. But how long can she go until she collapses under the weight of it all? A
MASTERPIECE OF THRILLER AND MYSTERY. Blake Pierce did a magnificent job developing characters
with a psychological side so well described that we feel inside their minds, follow their fears and
cheer for their success. Full of twists, this book will keep you awake until the turn of the last page.
--Books and Movie Reviews, Roberto Mattos (re Once Gone) HER LAST CHOICE (A Rachel Gift FBI
Suspense Thriller) is book #5 in a long-anticipated new series by #1 bestseller and USA Today
bestselling author Blake Pierce, whose bestseller Once Gone (a free download) has received over
1,000 five star reviews. FBI Agent Rachel Gift, 33, unparalleled for her ability to enter the minds of
serial killers, is a rising star in the Behavioral Crimes Unit̶until a routine doctor visit reveals she has
but a few months left to live. Not wishing to burden others with her pain, Rachel decides, agonizing
as it is, not to tell anyone̶not even her boss, her partner, her husband, or her seven-year-old
daughter. She wants to go down fighting, and to take as many serial killers with her as she can. In an
ironic twist of fate, Rachel finds herself at an end-of-life charity, hunting down a killer more twisted
than any she s seen yet. Battling to push down her own complex emotions, Rachel must race
against the clock to save the foundation s patients before the murderer strikes again. A riveting and
chilling crime thriller featuring a brilliant and flailing FBI agent, the RACHEL GIFT series is an
unputdownable mystery, packed with suspense, twists and shocking secrets, propelled by a pageturning pace that will keep you bleary-eyed late into the night. Book #6 in the series̶HER LAST
BREATH̶is now also available!
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